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GemRack Release Notes - V1.0 Build 1051 
 
 

The main purpose of this release (on 19-Nov-2020) is to improve the overall program useability 

and resolve several bugs. 

 

If you have an active Support Subscription we encourage you to install this new release and take 

advantage of all the latest enhancements and corrections and if you have an expired Support 

Subscription and wish to renew it please contact our office. 

 

This update is available by clicking the pop-up that appears at the bottom of the screen when 

opening GemRack or via the Menu bar > Help >  Check for Updates function and following 

the prompts. 

 

The main changes for this release include: 

➢ finetuned functionality related to diagonal fixtures/walls, 
➢ fixed several bugs related to catalogue feature, 
➢ fixed a bug related to duplication of projects, 
➢ fixed a bug related to saving of beam connector selection to a project, 
➢ fixed a bug related to storage space & pallets count in very large projects, 
➢ finetuned functionality related to the Safety Auditor feature and the SIC’s, 
➢ fixed a bug related to cantilever back braces. 

 

 

New Features 
 

None 
 

 

Enhanced Features & Corrections 
 

1. Finetuned functionality related to adjustment/resizing of diagonal fixtures when used as walls. 
 

2. Fixed several bugs related to the catalogue feature associated with cantilever runs. 
 

3. Fixed a bug that sometimes occurs when duplicating medium to large size projects where back-
to-back run linkage sometimes gets corrupted/lost. 
 

4. Fixed a bug related to the selection & saving of beam connector types where the selection 
sometimes doesn’t get saved and subsequently loaded properly. 
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5. Fixed a bug related to calculation of storage space and the number of pallets, in very large 

projects. 
 

6. Finetuned functionality related to the Safety Auditor dialog and resolved several bugs with the 
SIC’s (Safety Inspection Codes). 
 

7. Fixed a bug related to cantilever back braces where under certain circumstances a runtime error 
is raised.. 

 
 
 
 
 
To other release notes refer to GemRack Version/Updates History. 

https://gembs.com.au/version-updates-history-gemrack/

